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0. Introduction 
The aim of this paper is to relate the notions of an a-Krull ring and a Gr-IR-Krull 
ring. The class of Gr-SZ-Krull rings is rather extensive because many CMrull rings 
are graded rjings (e.g. (skew) polynomial rings, (semi) group rings, . ..). The main 
result of this note is Theorem 3.6 which states that a graded ring R is a central 
Q-Krull ring if and only if 
(1) R is a central Gr-a-Krull ring. 
(2) Q&,(R) is a central In-Krull ring. 
(3) For each PeX’(R) such that P= Pg, the ring Z(R/P) has the intersection 
property with respect o C/Pn C and C=Z(R). 
The investigation whether a graded ring is a central Q-Krull ring is therefore split 
up in three parts. First, one has to examine whether the graded ring is a Gr-Q-Krull 
ring. UsualIy this is fairly easy (e.g. polynomial rings, twisted group rings). In 
general, Q&,(R) is a well-known ring and easy to study. The third condition is 
merely a technical condition which makes the localizations central. 
We will alpply this theorem in studying generalized Rees rings. In particular, we 
derive condi,tions for a (twisted) (semi) group ring over a torsion free abelian cancel- 
lative monoid to be an Q-Krull ring. 
Finally I swish to thank Dr. E. Jespers for many helpful discussions. 
1. Preliminaries 
Let S be a cancellative monoid. An associative ring R with unit is an S-graded 
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ring if there exist additive subgroups R, indexed by S such that R =escs R, and 
R,& c R,, for all s, t E S. The elements h(R) = USES R, are called the homogeneous 
elements of R. If I is an ideal of R, denote by Is the ideal of R generated by the 
homogeneous elements in I. If I= I? then I is said to be graded. Denote by Cg the 
graded center of R, i.e. the ring generated by the homogeneous central elements of 
R. Of course C%C= Z(R) and equality holds if S is abelian. R is said to be 
gr-prime if AB = 0 implies A = 0 or B = 0 for graded ideals A, B of R. R is said to 
be: a Formanek (resp. gr-Formanek) ring if every nonzero ideal (resp. graded ideal) 
contains a nonzero central element (resp. homogeneous central element). 
If R is a gr-prime, gr-Formanek ring, consider the ring h(C)-‘R. We will denote 
this ring by Q&JR) or shortly Qs. Clearly RCQg and Qs is a gr-simple ring, i.e. 
the only graded ideals of Qg are 0 and Qg itself. We will impose the condition that 
Qg is graded by a cancellative monoid G such that SCG and inducing the S- 
grading on R. This condition holds very generally. If R = @lsEs R, such that all 
R,#O, then G = Z(S)-%. If S is abelian, then G = (S), the quotient group of S. R 
is said to be a Gr-SZ-Krull ring (cf. [ 111) if 
(1) There exist multiplicatively closed filters of ideals Y2(oi) (ic /1) such that 
IE U2(gi) iff Ig E Y2(gi) and 
Ri = {QE Qg 1 IqC R for some IE U’(oi)} 
= {qEQg 1 qICR for some IE~P~(G~)}. 
(2) Each graded ring Ri is a gr-quasi-local gr-&?-ring, i.e. every nonzero gr-ideal 
is a power of the unique maximal gr-ideal Pi’. 
(3) R= nien Ria 
(4) Vie/i, VIEY2(Oi) z RiI=IRi=Ri. 
(5) VIE h(R), there exist only finitely many i E A such that RrR $ Y2(Oi). 
In case R is trivially graded, i.e. R = R, and R, = 0 if s# 1, the preceding defini- 
tion just says that R is an SL-Krull ring. One may prove that if R is a Gr-8%Krull 
ring, then each 
Ri = Qi\pi(R)= {qEQg 1 IqCR for some I=IgCtPi) 
= {qEQg 1 @CR for some I=IgcPi) 
and Pi is a height-one gr-prime ideal of R (i.e. there is no gr-prime ideal P’ of R 
such that 0 g P’s Pi). Therefore 
R = n Q&p,(R). 
p, E X:(R) 
One may easily check that Ri is a graded localization at the idempotent kernel 
functor oi and Y2(ai)= {I 1 I= Ig and IcPi} (cf. [ll]). A ring R is said to be a 
gr-central Gr-SE-Krull ring if R is a Gr-S2-Krull ring such that for every graded ideal 
I of R and PE Xi(R), IQ1: P if and only if (If7 Cg)Q:(P(I Cg). In this case, each ring 
Ri = Q:\,(R) = {c-‘Y 1 O+CEh(C)\pi,rER} 
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and pi = Pi n CEX~(C~). (When R is a graded ring, Xi(R) is the set of gr-prime 
ideals of height one.) 
If S is an abelian monoid, then C = Cg. In this case, a gr-central Gr-a-Krull ring 
is just a central Gr-a-Krull ring. Moreover, if S is a torsion free abelian cancellative 
monoid (i.e. if s, t E S such that s” = t” for some n E NO, then s= t), then S is 
orderable, since (S) is an ordered group. Therefore, a gr-prime ideal is a prime 
ideal, i.e. Spec,(R) c Spec(R) where 
Spec(R) = {P 1 P a prime ideal of R } 
and 
Spec,(R) = {P 1 P a gr-prime ideal of R}. 
A gr-fractional R-ideal I is a twosided graded R-submodule of Qg such that 
CIC R for some nonzero CE h(C). IF,(R) is the set of all nonzero gr-fractional 
R-ideals. If A and B are subsets of Qg, put 
(A :$I = {qcQg 1@CA} and (A:,B) = {qEQg 1 BqcA}. 
A gr-prime, gr-Formanek ring R is said to be a gr-symmetric maximal order if 
there does not exist a graded overring R’ such that R$ R’c Qg and CR'C R for 
some O#cc h(C). The proof of the following lemma is straightforward. 
Lemma 1.1. The foIlo wing conditions are equivalent: 
(1) R is a gr-symmetric maximal order. 
(2) For every graded ideal I of R, (I + I) = (I zr I) = R. 
(3) For every graded fractional ideal I of R, (I ;I I) = (I zr I) = R. 
(4) Let a E h(Qg). Suppose that there exists a nonzero element c E h(C) such 
that, for aN nE NO, c(RaR)“C R. Then aE R. 
If R is a gr-symmetric maximal order, then (R :l I)= {XE Qg 1 LX-ICI} =(E? :r I) 
for every graded ideal I of R. A gr-fractional R-ideal I is said to be gr-divisorial if 
I* = (R : (R : I)) = I. The set of all nonzero gr-divisorial R-ideals ID,(R), * is a com- 
mutative group and A *B = (AB)* (cf. [S]). If R is a gr-central Gr&Krull ring, then 
D,(R) is a free abelian group generated by X:(R). Note that if R is a gr-central 
Gr-S)-Krull ring, then R is a gr-symmetric maximal order. Denote by O,(R) the 
subgroup of ID,(R) of gr-invertible ideals I, i.e. there exists a JE IF,(R) suck that 
10 J= JoI= R. Denote by fP,(R) = {Rc 1 CE h(Kg)} where Kg is the graded center of 
Qg. The graded class group Cl,(R) (resp. graded Picard group lPic,(R)) is defined 
to be D,(R)/IP,(R) (resp. O,(R)/lP,(R)). The following characterization of L&Krull 
rings is proved in [4]. The graded analogue also holds. 
Theorem 1.2. A prime Formanek ring R is a central G-KruN ring if and amy if 
(1) R is a symmetric maximal order. 
(2) R satisfies the ACC on divisorial ideals contained in R. 
(3) For each PE X’(R) and for any ideal I of R we have that IC P if and only 
if (InC)c(PnCj. 
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If R is a quasi-local a-ring, i.e. every ideal is a power of the unique maximal ideal 
P, then the center C of R is a discrete valuation ring with unique maximal ideal 
p = Pn C. If Rp = Pn (n 2 1), we have the following scheme 
p-n>p-n+l >...>P-‘I>R>P>...z)P”~P”+‘~,...~P~”~... 
1 \/ \/ \I 
P -1 3 c 3 P 3 P2 3 
In particular, Pm n Cg Pm+l (7 C if and only if Pm is generated by its central part. 
If A > B are rings, then A has the intersection property with respect o B if every 
nonzero ideal of A intersects B nontrivially. If A (and B) are commutative, this 
amounts to saying that for every XEA there exists x%A such that O#X’XE B. 
If A 2 B are commutative rings, A is said to be algebraic over B if every element 
QE A is algebraic over B, i.e. there exist bk, bk+lr . . . ,b, E B (ken) such that 
b,,an+b,_la”-l+~**+bkak-- --0. If A (and B) are commutative integral domains, 
then the set of elements of 14 which are algebraic over B forms a subring of A 
(because a is algebraic over ET if and only if a is algebraic over Q(B), where Q(B) 
is the field of fractions of B). 
2. The main theorem 
In this section we establish a relationship between DKrull rings and Gr-a-Krull 
rings, even in the non-P.I. case. In this section, R will be an S-graded ring where 
S is a torsion free abelian cancellative monoid. Proposition 2.1 holds a little more 
generally (cf. [ 111). We give here another proof, which is very short because S is 
torsion free. 
Proposition 2.1. If R is a central SKruN ring, then R is a central Gr-SZ-Krull ring. 
Proof. We will check the conditions of the graded version of Theorem 1.2. If R is 
a symmetric maximal order, then clearly R is a gr-symmetric maximal order. Since 
a gr-divisorial ideal is a divisorial ideal, R satisfies the ACC on gr-divisorial ideals. 
Finally, let PE Xi(R). Since S is torsion free (and hence ordered), P is a prime 
ideal. Because P is also divisorial, jP is a height one prime ideal. Because R is a 
central S2-Krull ring, the conclusion follows easily now. 
ma 2.2. Let R be a prime Formanek ring. If R is a gr-symmetric maximal order 
and Qg is a symmetric maximal order, then R is a symmetric maximal order. 
roof. Let R’ be a ring such that RcR’cQ,,,(R) and cR’CR for some nonzero 
CE C. Then R’Qg is a ring such that Qgc R’Qg and cR’QgCQg. Hence R’CQg. 
Xf I? is a primp Formauek graded ring, y Z=~~~X’~~) 1 Pg=O)s The 
e foi~owiug lemma is straightforward and sirn~~ar to the c,~~rnrn~tat~ve 
case because 
The f~~l~wiug tec~uica~ lemma is esseutia~ in the prcrof of T~e~re~~ 2.6. 
e an ideal of R If ~~~, write a=cr,, + - + as, ~v~ere 
$1 t ~.*,~~~~ and tx$,, - q are ~geue~us arid ars, E&; supp 42 = (s E S 1 a 
a is ISupp~l. S use that a! 4z I is an eiement of ~~~uirn~ feng 
to F. Write a = ai + a,. Since ix $ P9 we have that 
.P and therefore (J a central 
homogeneous element, not contained in P, say /?k. We may write pk = Ci qark bi 
where all ai, b+ h(R) and for all i aiakbi has the same degree as pk. For all j, 
Iljln, put b+= Ci diajbi; then p’ is homogeneous. Therefore P= Ci diabi= 
& + l -g +/In EI and #&P because /$e P and P= Pg. Clearly length prlength a. It 
cannot happen that ltngth/Y<length a because in that case a E P. Therefore 
length p8 = length a. For all r E h(R) 
and all rpi - pi r are homogeneous. Since r& - pkr = 0, length(r#.? - j?r) < length p 
and hence r$--prep. If r=r,+ 8.0 + r, E R is arbitrary and all ri homogeneous, 
then t$-~r=(r&-j?rl)+ l ** + (r&I - Pr,) E P by the foregoing. Therefore 
O#~=~+PE(I/P)~Z(R/P). 
We are now ready to state the main theorem. 
Theorem 2.6. A graded ring R is a central s2-Kruli ring i$ and only i$ 
(1) R is a central Gr-S-l-Bull ring. 
(2) Q&,,(R) is a central 8%Krull ring. 
(3) For all PE X1 (R) such that P = Pg, the ring Z(R/P) has the intersection 
property (i.p. ) with respect to C/P n C. 
Proof. Suppose that R is a central SZ-Krull ring. Then R is a central Gr-S)-Krull ring 
by Proposition 2.1. Because Q&,,(R) is a localization of R, Qg is also a central 
SZ-Krull ring (the proof of this fact is similar to the commutative case). Finally, let 
PEX’(R) and P=Pg. Let ~~#@EZ(R/P). Then d=a+P and a$P. We have 
RcrRcPand hence(RaRnC)Q(PnC’). Letj3=CiaiabiERaRfK, /&P. Then 
Therefore Z(R/P) has the i.p. with respect o C’/PnC. 
To prove the converse, we will check the conditions of Theorem 1.2. By Lemma 
2.2 and Lemma 2.3 we Aready know that R is a symmetric maximal order satisfying 
the ascending chain condition on divisorial ideals contained in R. It remains to 
check the third condition of Theorem 1.2. If PE X’(R), then P= Pg or Pg= 0. 
First, let PE X ‘(R) be such that P 8 = 0, and suppose that I is an ideal of R such 
that ICP. Then QgIQQgP and QgPeX1(Qg) by Lemma 2.4. Hence QgInKgQ: 
QgP(I Kg because Qg is a central S2Xrull ring (Kg = Z(Qg)). Since QgIfM8 = 
Kg(Qgln C), we obtain that QsIn CcQgPn C. Let a=c-‘jk QgIf7 C, a$QgP, 
c E h(C), p E I. Then p = ca E In C and p g P because c, a $ P. Therefcre 
(InC)Q(PnC). Now, let P&Y’(R)and P=Pg. Put&={11 Ianidealof Rsuch 
that IQf P and (I(7 C) c (Pn C)}. We need to prove that Ld = 0. Suppose ti # 0. Use 
Zorn’s lemma to pick a maximal element of A4 in & A standard argument yields 
that M is a prime ideal of R. Since PE XL(R), Pn CE Xi(C) (Proposition 2.1 and 
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Section 1) and hence Pf7 C E X’(C) (since P f7 C is a prime, divisorial idcal). Since 
U#(M~‘W)C(H’K’)EX~(C), J+Z~C=P~W and ~~nC=~~~~C~~g=~~C* 
Therefore egg P because R is a central or-~-Krull ring. So P) = MpS_ _!d because 
PeX#?) and A&U. By Lemma 2.5, ~/~~Z~R~~)#~. By conditiion (3) we 
have ~/~nC/~nC=rMnC)/cpnC,#o and hence ~~~C~~~~~~C). This 
contradicts the fact that ~~~~ This finishes the proof. 
Remarks* (1) If i?(R/f) is algebraic over C/./V7 C, then Z(RP) h:.s the i.p. with 
respect o C/Pi? C. 
(2) If R is a P.I. ring, then the third condition of Theorem 2.5 holls, because the 
center C of R is completely integrally closed and hence R is :tntegrtl over C F-t: a 
result of Schelter (cf. [S]), in particular ZORBA) is integral over C/P(? C. Therefore 
Theorem 2.6 is a generalization of a result of [Ill, which was only proved in the 
P.I. case- 
3. Generalized Rees rings 
If R is a commutative ring and I an ideal of R, a Rees ring is deil’inecf to bt: the 
subring R+IX+IZX2+-+InXn+ -** of the polynomial ring R[X] and is used in 
the proof of the Artin-Rees Lemma. If R is a commutative domain an? I an &er- 
tible ideal of R, then the generalized Rees ring is defined to be cnaP I”X” as a 
subring of KfX,X-‘1 where K is the field of fractions of R. These ring!; are intro- 
duced and studied in [lo]. A very general definition of Rees rings may be found in 
[Sl where those rings are contained in crossed products over groups. Moreo~~er all
the specific results in 151 are only proved in the PI. case. Our version is !~lightly ess 
general in the sense that these Rees rings are contained in twisted semigroup rings 
but they are more general in the sense that we consider arbitrary cancellative semi- 
groups instead of groups. Moreover our results hold even in the non-P.1. ease. 
Let R be 2% prime ~ormanek ring, and suppose that R is a symmetric maximal order, 
in particular R has a group of divisorial ideals D(R ). Let S be a cancellat ive monoid 
and f:S-tM(R) a rnonoid homomorphism (so f(l)=R). If ~:~x~j~~Z~R~~ is
a two-cocycle, we define the g~~er~~ize~ Rees ring R (f, y, S) associated to f and y 
to be the subring of Qsy,(R)‘[SJ given by R(f, y,S)=@& 1’~ where 1’=f(s). The 
identity element of R(f, y, S) is I = ~(1, 1)' 1 and without loss of geners lity we will 
assume throughout hat I = i. If it is clear from the context what $$ y, S are then we 
will often write ./? for rri(f, y, S). Denote 
q”= {SEZ(S) j WES y(s,t) = ~(~,S)). 
Clearly Sf is a submonoid of S. The graded center of J? is 
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Proof. (I) is clear. 
(2) Every graded ideal J of R can be written as J = @IseA .I$, every Js is an ideal 
of R and A is an ideal of S, Since R is a Formanek ring, the statement is clear. 
Let S be a cancellative monoid such that every nonempty ideal of S intersects Sf
n~_~ntriv~a~ly* Then S is embedded in E = (c-*s 1 CE &SE S). moreover G is a 
group. For each A4i E X’(S)* consider the multiplicativ~~y closed filter of ideals 
Y2(S\Mj)=(III an ideal of S such that ~~Mj}. 
Suppose Y2(S \ Mj) = (I 1 (rn &) C mi = Mr: 17 Sf). Put 
Si = {n_rsC f IXCS and XICS for some ~~~2~S\~j}}~ 
Then Sj = {c% 1 CE Sf \ mi, SE S}. S is said to be an S&-Krull semigroup if
S=n M,EXItS) Sj and each Sj is a quasi-local Gsemigroup, i.e. every nonempty 
ideal of Sj is a power of the unique maximal ideal of Si. Moreover, if SE S, then 
&GE Y’(S \ Mi)’ for almost all i. similarly as in the ring case, S has a free abelian 
group ID(S) of divisorial ideals f (i.e. I = ni $I= (S : (S : I))) generated by the 
prime ideals of height one of S ~denoted byX’(S)). If S is a commutative s migroup 
and Sf = S, then S is an S&&Krull semigroup if and only if S is a Krull sem~group 
in the sense of Chouinard (cf. f2]). 
Lemma 3.2. If &.J y, S) is a gr~prime~ gr-F~rm~nek ring, then Q~~~(~ (f; ‘y, S)) = 
Q’[G 1 where Q = Qsym(R) and y is a map from C x G ta 4?@!(R)) extending the 
given map y from S x S to @(Z (R 1). 
roof, We will first prove that Q~~(Qt[SJ) = Q’[G]. By the construction of G, 
every element of G is in fact an equivalence lass. For every equivalence lass, we 
choose a fixed representative a-% where Q E Sf , b E S. If s E S, then s itself is the 
representant of its class. Each element of Q~~*(Qt~S~) can be written as 
C qjji;‘q (QiEQs SjE&, tjes) 
and ST’ ti are the chosen representants. Denote $y’q by (si;‘ti)l. Obviously, qi com- 
mutes with (s,%i)‘-. Moreover one may check that 
Then qg equals ~c~~-*t~~~~ up to a central twit and c@ E Z(fi jg and cqlk Ike This 
proves the lemma. 
Proof. Suppose that $! is a gr-symmetric maximal order and let .A be an ideal of 
S. Then esaA s IS is a graded ideal of k Let t&4 :!A) and c~f,, Then 
whence c?‘kR and t E S, 
Conversely, let J = esEA J$ be a graded ideal of 8. Each J,(s EA) is contained 
in & We have Js*=Js**(~:I,)*I,=:J,‘*I, and J,/=J~*(R:I&X Let qf~:Q”[6] 
and ~q~Jc JI i.e. for ah s E A we have qJ,C Jts and t E (A : A) = S. Therefore 
and hence (R : It)qJiC J&R. We obtain that, for all n EM,, ((R t ~~~q)~J~c J&CR. 
By Lemma 1.1, (R :I,)qCR and qaI;. Therefore (J+ J)=fj. 
remarks. (1) We only demand that R is a symmetric m~imal order in defining 
&f, r,S). In case f: S-+ D(R): s +-+ R, thm R(f; y, S) is just a twisted semigroup 
rin@; R t [S f . In this case, the condition that R is a symmetric n~~imal order is not 
needed to define R” [S J. Moreover, R’[S J is a gr-symmetric maximal order iff R 
and S are sy~~metric m~imaI orders. 
(2) If S is an Sf-SZ-KruII semigroup, then clearly S is a symmetric maximal order 
and S satisfies the ACC on divisorial ideals. 
Proof, Let J=@s,A. s 1 S (A u S) be a graded ideaI of a, We will compute @ : J). 
Let qfe Q”[G] and (qF)Jck This happens if and only if t E (S: A) an 
all s E A. If k ~(R~, we will often denote (R : I) by I-‘, because & = .& * &, 
qJ,C& if and only if (I;r’q)( J,I,-*)CR. Hence I;‘qe (R : CsE9 JJ”‘} and 
and 
whence (R : (fi : J)) =asEA, (I,* J‘)S where J’= ( CFEA J,&..‘)*. Therefore .I= J* if 
and only if A = A * and r all s E A ,I” = I, *.J’ and J’ is a divisorial R-ideal. NOW 
the result follows immediately. 
Corollary 3.5. With the same hypotheses as in Proposition 3.4, we have 
@ (I’*P)s, @ I$1 PEX’(R), MEX’(S) . 
SES SEM 
Proof. Since ti is a gr-symmetric maximal order and I? satisfies the ACC on 
gr-divisorial ideals, D,(R ) zz Z (‘) for a certain index set /i . Moreover lD,(fi ) is 
generated by X#) and these are exactly the maximal gr-divisorial ideals of k 
(Compare to the commutative case, cf. [3] and 171.) Because very gr-divisorial ideal 
of ff is of the form @IsEA (I,*X)S, XE D(R), A E D(S), it follows immediately 
that the maximal gr-divisorial ideals are exactly those mentioned above. 
Proposition 3.6. Let R be a central Q-Krull ring c 1 I S an S+2-Krulf semigroup. 
Then R (J; y, S) is a Gr-@KruN ring. 
Proof. Let P+X’(R) and Rj=Q,ip,(R). Then ~:G-dD(R&g*RiI” is a 
homomorphism (and $ =f(g) where f: G --) ID(R) is the natural extension of 
f: S-+ D(R) to G). 
First, let 
pi = @ (I,*Pi)SE X:(k) and Pi E X’(R). 
SES 
We claim that 
Let qk Qi ,&), qE Q, t E 6, i.e. JqkR and hence J*q?d where J is a 
gr-ideal of k such that Jc!Pi. Then J*=BsEA (I’*J’)S, J’cPi. For all SEA, 
(IS *J') q C Ils and hence J ‘q C Z, and J’(qIF’) CR yielding that q E Ri Il. Conversely, 
if qFE Ril, , then J’q CIt where J’ is a divisorial ideal not contained in Pi. Let s E Sf 
be such that st E S. Then J=@xcss (I,* J’)R is a gr-divisorial ideal of I? not con- 
tained in pi and J(qF)d whence qFe Qi, ,,(&. Now let 
i.e. there is an XEA\Pi such that JxcIx*Pi. Hence 1;’ *J,*QPi and Rili’Jx=Ri* 
But Ri(J,R)CRiJ and l?i(JxR)=BuEG RiIuJxE. If 24=X-', we get RiI,-IJx=Ri 
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and hence 1 El?~(J~R)CRiJe Therefore, if J(t fpi, then Ri=RiJ. Finally, because 
RI is a quasi-local Q-ring and G is a group, we obtain that Izi (A, y, G) is a sr-quasi- 
local gr-B-ring. 
Let Mi=@saM, -s J SE Xi(R) asid Mi E X ‘(S). Similarly as above, one proves that 
Q~\,q@I=Q’[sil where Si’Qs\Mi(S)={ C-IS 1 cESf\mi,sES}. Moreover, 
since Si is a quasi-local SZ-semigroup, Q’[Si] is a gr-quasi-local gr-&ing. Let 
J =& J,s be a graded ideal of R such that JQT Mi. Then A QM, and h,ence 
Ansfawins,. Let SEAM,, SeMi and cEJ,fW. Then cstzJfU($)g, 
cS@ Mi f7 Z(I?)g. This proves that Q’[Si] is a gr-central ocalization of Ii. Finally 
fi(f, y, S) = (n, Ri(f;:, ‘y, G)) n (n, Q’[Si]). This proves that fi is a Gr-S2-Krull ring. 
The following general property of SZ-Krull rings will be used in the proof of 
Proposition 3.8. 
Proposition 3.1. A ring R is a central &I-Krull ring if and snly if R is an Q-Kndi 
ring andfor all P,QeX’(R) with PZQ we have (PnCMQnC) (C=Z(R)). 
Proof. We only need to prove the ‘if’ part. Write R = ni Rip each Rj = QR\r,(R) 
and PiEX’(R). First, letpeX’(C) and PEX’(R). Then Z(QR\P(R))=QC,p(C) 
if and only if PnC=p. For if PnC=p, then clearly Q&C)CZ(Q~,~(R)) but 
since both rings are discrete valuation rings in the same field of fractions, they coin- 
cide. Conversely, if Z(Q R\P(R))=Q~it,(C), it is easy to see that (Pnc)Cp 
and hence equality holds since p E X l(C). Now let Q E X l(R). We claim that 
(QnC)EX’(C). If not, then there is apex’(C) such that pS;:(QnC) (C is a 
Krull domain). Hence there exists a P E X’(R) such that (Pn C) =p s Q n C. Con- 
tradiction. Therefore (P fl C) E X’(C). Conversely, if p E X*(C), there is only one 
height one prime ideal P of R such that Pn C =p, by the hypothesis. We claim that 
Qcip(R)=QRiP(R). Clearly Q&R)C QRiP(R)=R’. Conversely, let SER’. 
Since R is an SZ-Krull ring, s E Rj for almost allj E A s Let A0 = { j E A 1 s $ Fi}. Then 
/lo is finite. For all &~/lo, Rj=QR\Pi(R)+ R’=Qr&R). Hence Pj+P and 
(PjnC)c<PnC). Let CjEPjnC, CjEC\p. FixjE& Since SeRj, RjSRj=P,“J 
and nj<O. Clearly Rjcj= Pi’“’ and mjZ 1. Therefore c~~~JsE(R~C~)-“‘(R~SR~)C Rj. 
Let c = JJieno cj? Then c~C\p and csER=nj Rj. Hence SEQC\JR). This 
proves the proposition. 
Note 
over in 
that the graded analogue 
the obvious way. 
of this proposition also and the proof 
Proposition 3.8. Let R be a central Sz-Krull ring and S an S,-s;Z-k2ul! semigroup. 
Then R ( f, y, S ) is a gr-central Gr-ln-Krull ring. 
Proof. In view of Propositions 3.6 and 3.7 and the foregoing remark, it suffices to 
prove that if J is a graded divisorial ideal of R such that 
JQ1 ll’ = @ (&*P$E X;(k)9 
SES 
)gQ: P Cl ~(~)g (singe 
We may write 
J= (I, *J’)& 
scA 
ht one prime ideals are divisori~?. 
Since JQ: P =+fJsEs (~~~P~)~ (Pi ei X “CR)) we also have that J”@IPr . Suppose that 
Jf? Z(R)VI IP fI Z(II)*. This happens if and only if for all SE A r) &, (Is *f’) i? KC 
~~~~~~)~~ and K=C-%, Now (I,*J’)nK=ni(Rii,J’17K). Because R is a 
Contras ~a~u~~ ri g, each Ci = Z(R& is a ~oea~iza~jon of C and hence a flat 
~-module. Therefore 
(Cf, [3] .) So (E, 0) r”\ KC (I, *PI) n K if and onIy if for alI i 
* ~onv~rse~y~ if R(f, p, S) is a ~r~~ent~a~ r- ~~r~~~ ring, then R is an 
~-~r~~~ ring and S is an S~-~a~rull semi~roup~ This follows easily from the tech- 
niques of Proposition 4.6. (Each Qg \ Ip(R )=Ri(A, y, G) and R = ni .#?i), But we 
cannot prove that R is a central ~-~rul~ ring. However, if Is = Rc (cam) for all 
then R is a central GMCruSf ring. For let A be an ideal and A (ZP and 
‘(I?), By proposition 3.7, we may assume that A is divisoria~~ Then 
)ga P (7 Zig This means that, for some 8x5 Sf, (&*A) n KQf 
ce I$ =Rc for some c E K we obtain 
(A n C)C?I (P13 C). In particular, this happens if 1” = R for all SE S Therefore we 4 
have proved 
In proposition 3, rulli ring 
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if R is a central Q-Krull ring and S is an S&Krull semigroup. But we want to 
prove when R(J y, S) is a central Q-Krull ring. For this purpose, we wi!! use 
Theorem 2.6. Condition 1 of that theorem is exactly Proposition 3.8. We now inves- 
tigate the third condition of Theorem 2.6. We need a technical emma which is of 
some independent interest. From hereon, S will be a torsion free abelian cencellative 
monoid, A commutative graded ring is said to be a graded field if every nonzero 
homogeneous element is a unit. 
Lemma 3.10, Let A and B be graded fields, graded by a torsion free abelian group 
G such that B8 c A, for all g E G and A + Al. The foho wing are equivalent: 
(I) A, is an algebraic extension of B1 and for all g E G such that A, # 0 we have 
Bgn # 0 for some n > 0. 
(2) A is integral over B. 
(3) A is algebraic over B. 
(4) A has the intersection property with respect o B. 
Proof. (l)*(2). It clearly suffices to prove that homogeneous elements of A are 
integral over B. If XE Al, then x is integral over B. Let XE A, and g # 1. For some 
n>O, there exists a nonzero b E Bsn. Hence b-lx” E Al. Therefore there exist 
P 09 l *.9 P m_l EBB such that (b-lx”)m+~~_,(b-‘x”)m-l +...+po=O. Ry multiplying 
this equation with bm, one obtains that x is integral over B. 
(2)=9 (3) and (3) =$ (4) are clear. 
(4)* (1). First, let g E G be such that a i, #O. We may suppose that g > 1. Pick 
0 #a E A,. Then there exists an element a = as, + 0.. + Qs, E A, gl <. l .* <g,,, such that 
a(1 +a)=a,, + l +as,+as,a+ ..* + ag,a E B. Because g > 1, ag, E 13. Let n >O k maxi- 
mal such that aglgn+aglgn-laEB. Then O#a,,,na~:B. Hence O+a,;la,l,nae B,,-l. 
Let a E Al. Let h E G be such that Bh #O and h > 1. The foregoing assures that 
such an h exists. Let 0 #b E Bh, then 1 + ba E A. Hence there crcists an eIement 
a=a,, + l **+asmEA, gl<e**<gm, such that a( 1 + bar) E B. Note that deg(ag, ba) = 
gih>gi for all i. Thena,,EB. We have a,,baEBor a,,h+a,lhbaEB. Ifa,,ba~B, 
then a E B since ag,b E B. So we may assume that ag,h + a,lba E B. Let n > 0 be 
maximal such that for all rnr n Im = a&hm +a8,il”-l ba E B. Then aglhnba E B. By 
recursion, we obtain that 
and all coefficients f,+ i bit ’ and a,,hn ba belong to Bs,hn+ 1. Mrlltiplying this equa- 
tion by O+(ag,b”+*)-*, it is clear that a is algebraic over B,. 
Let BC A he commutative S-graded rings (S a torsion free abelian cancellative 
monoid). Assume that A and B are integral domains. Then Qe (A) = {c- ’ a 10 # 
CE h(A), aE A} is a G-graded ring where G = (S), the quotient group of S. The 
following observations are obvious: 
(1) If A has the i.p. with respect o B, then Qg(A) has the i.p. with respect o 
QgVO 
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(2) A is algebraic over B iff Qg(A) is algebraic over Qg(B). 
Suppose that for all XE G such that Qg(A)x#O we also have Qg(B),+O for 
some n r 0. Suppose also that Q’(A)! = Q(A,) and Q*(& = Q(B& By the fore- 
going observations and Lemma 3.10 we have the following diagram of implications 
R is algebraic over B * A has i.p. w.r.t. B Al is algebraic over f3, 
$ u @ 
Q’(A) is algebraic over QW * Qg(4 has i.p. w ct. Q8(B) e Q(A,) is algebraic over Q(B,) 
and therefore all statements are equivalent. 
We will apply this to genera!;zed Rees rings. Let R be a central 82.Krull ring and 
S an S&Xrull semigroup. Then X#(f, y, S)) = { Ipi =& (I,*Pi)S. IMi = 
@seM, 4s 1 Pi EX’(R)v Mi EX’(S)}* 
Proposition 3.11. With the same notations and assumptions a above: 
(1) Z(R/Pi) has the i.p. with respect to Z(p )/Z(f? ) fl IPi if and oni" if Z(R/Pi) 
is algebraic over C/Pi f’l C (and C = Z(# )). 
(2) Z(R/Mi) has the i.p. with respect to Z(R )/Z(fi ) f7 Mi if and only iffor each 
s E (S \ Mi)f, [here exists a natural number n> 0 such that s” E Sf \ Mi. 
Proof. (1) By results of Section 1 we have 
Q’(~z(~)/~(~)n~i)= O (RiIlnK)/(RiP,r,flK)t’. 
teG, 
NOW it is easy to check that Ril, fl Kq Ri Pil, n K if and only if Ril, is a centrally 
generated i eal of Ri. In particular, for each t E Gf there exists a natural number 
n > 0 such that RiIdn = (RiIl)” is centrally generated. Moreover 
and 
Qg(Z(R/pi))l = Z(Ri/P’) = Q(Z(fi/lPi),) 
Q'(z@)/z(R)n pi)), = Ci/pf = Q((Z(k)/Z(k)n IPi),). 
Therefore the foregoing diagram applies and the result is immediate then. 
(2) As before, we have 
where S~={C-‘S ] cESf\Mi,sES}. Hence Q’(Z(k/~,))zK’[(Si\Mi),]. 
Similarly 
Q’(Z(k >/Z(k ) n Mi) s K’[(Si)r \ Mj], 
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By Lemma 3.10, K’ [(Si \Mi)J has the i.p. with respect o I?[(&), \ *Vi 1 if and 
only if (St \ iWi)f/(Si)f \ Mi is torsion. Since (Si \ Mi)f = (Sf \ Mi)-j (S \ 12Zi)f and 
(S& \ IV) = (Sr \ MJ’(& \ Mi) the rest of the proof is clear (because if ab E Sf and 
a~&, then by&, and note that S is commutative). 
Remarks, (1) If G =(S) is such that G/Gf is a torsion group, then the condition 
in the second part of the proposition is always satisfied, because if s E (S \ Mi)f, 
then for some n > 0, sn E Sf \ Mi. 
(2) If &= I, then Proposition 3.11 remains valid. Note that in this case, Lemma 
3.10 cannot be used. 
The final step in checking whenever a generalized Rees ring is an SZ-Krull ring is 
to investigate Q!&(R (f, ‘y, S)) = Q’[G] (cf. Theorem 2.6). 
Lemma 3.12. Let Q be a simple ring. If G/Gf is finite, then every ideal qf Q’ [G ] 
is generated by its central part. 
Proof. Clearly Z(Q’[G]) =K’[GJ where .K = Z(Q). Moreover, every ideal of 
Q’[G] is generated b y its part in K’[G] since Q’[G] z Q @&K* [G] and Q is 
simple. Because G/Gf is finite, K’[G] is a prime P.I. ring. This follows easily by 
constructing the simple ring Z(K’[G])-‘K’[G] = (K’ [Gf])-‘K’ [G] which is clearly 
finite-dimensional over its center and herce a P.I. ring. Because K f [G 1; is a gr- 
simple P. I. ring, a general result of [9] yields that K’[G J is an Azumaya algebra 
over its center. In particular every ideal of Kt[G] is generated by .K’[G,] = 
z(Q’ [GIL 
Lemma 3.13. Let R be a prime ring. Suppose that every ideal of R is generated by 
its central part. Then R is a central &&Krull ring if and only if C = Z(R) is a KruEll 
domain. 
Proof. One implication is clear. Conversely, when C is a Krull domain, we will use 
Theorem 1.2 to establish that R is a central S2-Krull ring. It is clear that every frac- 
tional R-ideal 1 equals R(InK). First, let a~ Qs,,(R) and alCZ. Thei1 (RarR)ICI, 
((RaR) n K)(In K)c (In K), (RcYR) n KC C and hence CT E R. This proves that R 
is a symmetric maximal order. If I is a fractional R-ideal, it is straighrforw’ard to 
check that (R : I)nK = (C : (InK)). It fol”lows that InK is a divisorial C-i&al if 
and only if I is a divisorial R-ideal. Hence R satisfies the ascending chain cozdition 
on divisorial ideals contained in R. The third condition of Theorem 1.2 is trivially 
satisfied in this case. 
Let Q be a simple ring and G a group such that G/Gf is finite. 
I$ G satisfies the ascending chain condition on cyclic subgroups, then Q’ [G] is a 
ten tral s2-Krull ring. 
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Proof. By Lemma 3.12 and Lemma 3.13 it suffices to prove that K t (GJ is a Krull 
domain (K = Z(Q)). Since G satisfies the ACC on cyclic subgroups, the same is true 
for Gf. Then the. result follows from [l] since J? [Gf] is a graded field. 
Remarks. (1) The converse of Proposition 3.14 does not hold. In [l] there is given 
an example of a graded field (and thus a twisted group ring K’[G I) which is a Krull 
domain and G does not satisfy the ACC on cyclic subgroups. 
(2:, In case the two-cocycle is trivial, the converse of Proposition 3.14 holds, 
because K[G] (K a field) is a KruIl domain if and only if G satisfies the ACC on 
cyclic subgroups (cf. Cl]). 
If S is a commutative semigroup such that G/Gf is finite, then S is an S&2-Krull 
semigroup if and only if S is a Krull semigroup in the sense of [2], because if 
AfiEX’(S) and sES\Mi, then for some n>O, S”E& and hence s”ESf\Mi. 
Theorem 3.15. Let R be an S-graded ring, S a torsion free abelian cancellative 
monoid. If 
(1) R 5 a central Sz-Krull ring, 
(2) S is a k-u11 semigroup, 
(3) Z(.WP) is algebraic over C/Pn C for all P E X’(R), 
(4) G/Gr is finite where G = (S ), 
(5) G satisfies the ACC on cyclic subgroups, 
then the generalized Rees ring k ( f, y, S) is a central Sz-Krull ring. 
Proof. We check the conditions of Theorem 2.6. Then the result follows from Propo- 
sition 3 .g. Proposition 3.11, the remark after Proposition 3.11 and Proposition 3.14. 
Remark. By the foregoing, & is a P.I. ring if and only if R is a P. 1, ring in case 
S is abelian and G/Gf is finite. Hence, if we start from a non-PI. S2-Krull ring, we 
are able to construct a new class of non-P.I. SE-Krull rings. 
We will now mention a few important corollaries of Theorem 3,1X If for al: s E S, 
& = R, then Z? (f; y, S) is exactly a twisted semigroup ring R t [S]. 
Corollary 3.16. Suppose that S is a torsion free abelian cancellative monoid and 
G = (S) is such that G/Gf is finite. If R is a central a-Krull ring, S is a Krull semi- 
group, G satisfies the ACC on cyclic subgrou‘ps and Z(R/P) is algebraic over 
C/P n C for all P E X1 (R ), then R t [S ] is a central SZ-Krull ring. If the two-cocycle 
iLJ trivial, the converse also holds. 
roof. Combine Theorem 3, II 5, Corollary 3.9 and the remark after Proposition 3.14. 
In particular, if S=G is a group, we have 
Note that if t is trjv~a~, we have that G = Gf. IIn t 
is finite may be dropped* 
Hence S 2: St and J = If -I *Rc. Therefore t E Sf f’l SF’ and [J] = [If -If. This proves 
the pr~~os~t ion. 
sing we have an exact ~e~~e~~e 
because f(S) = (R } . This sequence splits because there is a homomorphism 
h ~c~(R~~s])~c~(R); @,,& +I] and lk,u=l. 
SEA I 
~~ppuse that &A y, S) is a central szb-KruIl ring and S is a torsion free abeiian 
cancellative xnonoid. Then Q&&R (A p, S)) = Q’[G] and Q = Q&R) and G = (S). 
If G&f is finite, then every ideal of Qt[G] is generated by Z(Q’[G]) = kt[GJ 
(cf. Lemma 3.12). Therefore Cl(Q* [G]) = Cl@ [CJ). Since k’ [Gf] is a graded field 
and k’[@f] is a Krull domain, k’[Gf] is a U.F,D, (cf. Lemma 3.14; cn= [I]). Hence 
C~(Q’[G]~ = Cl(k’[Gf]) = f s Since f + CI,f;s ) -+ Cl@ ) 3 Cl(Q’fG]) -+ 1 is an exact 
sequence, we obtain that C~(~~~C~~(~ ). Therefore, if R is a central DKrull ring, 
one may replace the graded class group by the class group in the foregoing proposi- 
tions. 
I--+ iPic~R)/(f(SfnS,‘)*~(R))/IP(R))-, Rc,(R(ft y,S))-+ Pic,(Q”[SI)-+ 1. 
Proof. Let X’ be a graded ideal which is invertible, in particular X’ is divisorial. 
Write 
X,=0&X& A E D(S), XE ACRE. 
se44 
There exists a Y’=@ SEB I,Ys, &ID(S), YdD(R) such that X’a Y’=& It is easy 
to check that this can only happen if A and X are invertible. The rest of the proof 
is similar to Proposition 4.1. 
If &(fi ‘y, S) is a central &Krult ring and G/Gf is finite (where C = (S)), then we 
also have that Pit@ )z ~i~~(~) because ~ic~Qt~~]) = 1‘ This follows because 
~i~(Qt~G]~~ Cl(Q’[G]) = 1 (cf. the remark before Proposition 4.3). 
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